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We became great friends, a friendship that lasted many years.
His prejudices, due to his remote surroundings, and mine, the
result of English environment and education, had gone for ever.
The traveller who would travel happily needs more than an
official passport.
On my arrival in Peking I made up my mind to pursue the
programme that I try to follow on reaching any Oriental city
that I have not visited before—to walk around the town walls, if
it has any. In the hall of the hotel I addressed myself to the
porter for the necessary information. " It is quite feasible,** he
replied, " but it takes a little time. The distance is forty miles,**
So more modestly I engaged a guide for three days in order to
learn my way about before undertaking excursions on my own.
His name was not Mr. Wong, but as about half the inhabitants
of China seem to be called so, it will suffice. Mr. Wong was a
most excellent creature, fat, placid, conceited and immaculately
clothed in Western style. His trousers were beautifully pleated,
his short black coat bound in braid. His grey felt hat was new
and his yellow chamois leather gloves unworn. His command
of English, fluent but often incomprehensible, and his knowledge
of history and geography, had been acquired in the rather limited
atmosphere of a saloon on a trans-Pacific steamship, where he had
served innumerable meals and drinks to a vast variety of
travellers. His accent was superlatively American. He was
replete with information, mostly erroneous and all of little
interest. He had a stock of Chinese " dynasties " that he would
rattle off promiscuously on the slightest encouragement. He was
never at a loss and served up the gossip of the late Dowager-
Empress's intimate home life with the same celerity as he must
have served the meals in the ship's saloon. He was a staunch
Republican and bubbled with the spirit of democracy. No
subject was sacred to him. He discoursed of the priceless
porcelain of the Palace collection as if it had been part of the
service he had so often handled on the boat. As we stood before
any building or relic of the past he would wipe the perspiration
from his brow, fan himself with his grey hat and say " very old "
—he got about eleven r's into ** very "—" 'bout 200 years, or
maybe 500," Often he took his coat off and carried it. His
shirt was mauve with pink stripes—his tie a complicated com-
bination of the colours of many regiments and universities,
chosen haphazard and mingled. But he was most proud of his
ebony stick that had a horn handle carved in the form of a lady's

